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The session started with a prayer song by P Tejaswini (09100603) and Sowmya 
(09100456). It was further preceded by a Welcome Note given by Former Vice-President of 
FOCUS Panini Sai. P (Y8CS290). On the eve of teacher’s day homage was paid to Dr. 
Sarveepalli Radha Krishna and lamp lightening at his portrait by Prof. S Venkateshwarlu 
(HOD-CSE), Dr. G Rama Krishna, Dr. K. Subramanyam followed by the remaining Faculty. 

Then new body of FOCUS 2011-12 was introduced by C. Naveen Reddy (Y8CS225), 
President of FOCUS for the academic year 2011-12. After the focus body was introduced, a 
classical dance was performed by Gayathri (09100421). The audience were spell bound by 
her performance. 

On the occasion of Teacher’s Day cake cutting was done by Prof. S. Venkateswarlu,  
H.O.D of CSE. He blessed the students to be successful in the future run of their life. Later, 
dance performance by Nithin (09100439) and group. As FOCUS is for upcoming scholars, to 
update the students with the latest happenings in the field of Computer Science a Technical 
News was presented by Vamsee Alapati (09100403), Pooja.s.Desai (09100365) and Tangudu 
Sreekanth (09100395). After Technical news was presented, speech was given by spear head 
and mentor of CSE department, Dr.G.Ramkrishna, who shared his experiences and gave few 
guidelines for student’s betterment. 

        The session was made lively by the skit, performed by Sandilya (09100375), Pavan 
Kumar Varma, Shreeram Sai Kartheek, K.B.V Dinesh, Sri Harsha and their group. Their 
performance got a huge response from audience. Students honoured faculty in the form of 
mementos and flowers. Then Dr. K.Subhramanyam , Faculty-In charge for CSE Department 
shared few words from his HEART. He explained students the importance of teachers by 
chanting a famous slogan “guru brahma, guru vishnu....” 

         Later, LINUX group was inaugurated by Dr.G Rama Krishna and spoke few words on 
importance of LINUX. The introduction about LUG (LINUX User Group) was given by M 
.B K Bharath (09100417), who was the mere student representative behind the LUG at 
KLUniversity. Next a dance was performed by Swetha Reddy (09100476) and group. The 
audience were spell bound by their performance.  



Followed by the dance a skit was performed by J.A.Phani Kishore (09100328), K 
Krishna Teja (09100344), Rajashekar Reddy, Naga Jyothi (09100249) in a comic way based 
on the scenario of interviews during placement. It was successful in erupting great laughter. 
Then a dance performance by P.Tejaswini (09100603) and group spell bounded the audience. 
Later, Vote Of Thanks by which Anushee.S.Jain (09100330).  

The session finally concluded at 5:00 PM with a National Anthem. 
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